Goddess Earth
Author Samantha Smith’s excellent book entitled “Goddess Earth” ‘bridges the gap’
between the “New” Age Mother Earth Gaia weirdoes and the so-called ‘science’ of the
eco wackos. Eco wacko high-priest/hypocrite Al Gore shows up, once again, right in the
middle.
Here is her listing of the goals of something called “Globescope Pacific Conference”. It
occurred on Halloween, 1989 in Loony umm Los Angeles, California and was run by
groups associated with the UN-dead so we can see where this is going already (comments
in parentheses are mine):
-Earth Day 1990
-International Population Control (One way of achieving this would be the UNdead associated International Planned Parenthood. Ho-hum what a shock the UNdead would be interested in another forum to spread its genocidal depopulation
agenda)
-Re-establishment of a youth conservation corps (“Progressive” Bill Clinton gave
us “Americorps” a few years later and now “Progressive” Obama wants a civilian
national security force “as powerful as the military”)
-Environmental education curriculum and sex education in all educational
systems (This way nobody has time to learn about the Constitution or math and
chemistry to solve legitimate environmental problems like say water pollution
caused by excessive corn growth to ‘solve’ global warming/climate change.)
-Conflict resolution taught in schools (More time wasting; see above)
-Elimination of the Electoral College (a favorite of “Progressive” Hillary Clinton;
what it’s doing in a conference about “Mother Earth” is anyone’s guess)
-A nature rights amendment to the U.S. Constitution (Uncle Barry’s “Science”
czar John Holdren considers “Progressive” Margaret Sanger’s solution to “the
negro problem”that heavily targets inner cities today, 2009 or abortion for short a
Constitutional right. This is right in line with International Population Control
noted above)
-More power to the United Nations (what’s new...boring)
-Eliminating international debt (surely by taking from the “haves” in the “Late
Great USA” and giving to the “have nots” while these “useful idiots” nay say a
word about the Rockefeller criminal gang banker hand that feeds them)

-Providing global health insurance (Maybe Uncle Barry’s “free” government
health care is only a start)
-Having interfaith worship (This should be good for shills like “Christian leader”
Rick Warren who would have lick Obama’s boots and negotiate with “the religion
of peace” where “peace” is achieved when people decide to keep their heads on
their shoulders by not criticizing Allah)
-A United Nations’ sponsored Environmental Sabbath for Goddess Earth (Maybe
they can worship at Lucifer’s Trust with the “Ascended Master” Djwhal Khul”)
-Earthkeeping seals of approval on products (Maybe GE will head the
charge...after they’re done feeding us more global warming/climate change
“science” through their brain dead lap dog shills on their subservient NBC
network)
-Conversion of military funding to sustainable funding
-National energy policies
-Global food security (How do you achieve this when farmland is being devoted
to corn for ethanol to solve global warming/climate change?)
-Developing world citizenship (Now a goal of the “globalists”)
This list could essentially serve as Uncle Barry Obama’s teleprompter talking points even
though it was written almost 20 years ago.
Nonetheless, just a few “fun facts” on this conference are worth noting:
1. The attendees included a who’s who of today’s eco wacko hypocrite elites
including Al Gore, Jimmy Carter, Tim Wirth, Ted Turner, Canadian oil billionaire
Maurice Strong and ex-“Presidential” candidate Gary Hart. At least three that I
know of Al “carbon credits” Gore, Tim Wirth and Maurice Strong have spoken at
the Church of the eco wackos, Satan umm Saint John’s the Divine, MYSTERY,
BABYLON, USA.
2. In addition to these hypocrite, ultra-rich, genocidal eco wacko elites another
attendee was someone named “Little Crow, founder of the American Indian Unity
Church, invoked spirits of the dead to aid the conference. He lit incense and sage
(to “remove negativity and insensivity”) and prayed to Mother Earth, Grandfather
Spirit, and the Four directions”.
3. The Conference was sponsored by Global Tomorrow Commission that was
working with something called the World Commission on Environment and
Development, established by TA DA...the UN-dead.

4. Additional funding announced at this conference for a ten part series on Public
Broadcasting System (PBS) called “The Race to Save the Planet” and various
other environmental educational causes was donated by Walter Annenberg.
Wait a second...that’s the same “Annenberg” of the “Annenberg Challenge”. The
Chicago chapter was founded by bombthrower/cop killer William Ayers. And its
first chairman of the Board? Why “the community organizer” Barry Sotero if that was
his name then or Barak Obama today, 2009.
Huh. No wonder “Globescope” sounds just like Barry Sotero-Hussein-Obama’
talking points...

